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The Gift of Failure Jessica Lahey
2015-08-11 The New York Times
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bestselling, groundbreaking manifesto on
the critical school years when parents must
learn to allow their children to experience
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the disappointment and frustration that
occur from life’s inevitable problems so that
they can grow up to be successful, resilient,
and self-reliant adults Modern parenting is
defined by an unprecedented level of
overprotectiveness: parents who rush to
school at the whim of a phone call to deliver
forgotten assignments, who challenge
teachers on report card disappointments,
mastermind children’s friendships, and
interfere on the playing field. As teacher
and writer Jessica Lahey explains, even
though these parents see themselves as
being highly responsive to their children’s
well being, they aren’t giving them the
chance to experience failure—or the
opportunity to learn to solve their own
problems. Overparenting has the potential
to ruin a child’s confidence and undermine
their education, Lahey reminds us.
Teachers don’t just teach reading, writing,
and arithmetic. They teach responsibility,
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organization, manners, restraint, and
foresight—important life skills children
carry with them long after they leave the
classroom. Providing a path toward
solutions, Lahey lays out a blueprint with
targeted advice for handling homework,
report cards, social dynamics, and sports.
Most importantly, she sets forth a plan to
help parents learn to step back and
embrace their children’s failures. Hardhitting yet warm and wise, The Gift of
Failure is essential reading for parents,
educators, and psychologists nationwide
who want to help children succeed.
License to Parent Christina Hillsberg
2021-06-08 "If Mr. and Mrs. Smith had kids
and wrote a parenting book, this is what
you'd get: a practical guide for how to
utilize key spy tactics to teach kids
important life skills--from self-defense to
effective communication to conflict
resolution." --Working Mother Christina
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was a single, successful CIA analyst with a
burgeoning career in espionage when she
met fellow spy, Ryan, a hotshot field
operative who turned her world upside
down. They fell in love, married, and soon
they were raising three children from his
first marriage, and later, two more of their
own. Christina knew right away that there
was something special about the way Ryan
was parenting his kids, although she had to
admit their obsession with surviving end-ofworld scenarios and their ability to do
everything from archery to motorcycle
riding initially gave her pause. More than
that, Ryan's kids were much more security
savvy than most adults she knew. She soon
realized he was using his CIA training and
field experience in his day-to-day childrearing. And why shouldn't he? The CIA
trains its employees to be equipped to deal
with just about anything. Shouldn't parents
strive to do the same for their kids? As
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Christina grew into her new role as a
stepmom and later gave birth to their two
children, she got on board with Ryan's
unique parenting style--and even helped
shape it using her own experiences at the
CIA. Told through honest and relatable
parenting anecdotes, Christina shares their
distinctive approach to raising confident,
security-conscious, resilient children, giving
practical takeaways rooted in CIA
tradecraft along the way. License to Parent
aims to provide parents with the tools
necessary to raise savvier, well-rounded
kids who have the skills necessary to
navigate through life.
Raising Children V. Noot 2016-07-01 6
Books in one bundle. Get it now! Book 1:
Why You Want to Have Kids: Are you
wondering about having children or not?
Are you looking for pros and cons of having
children, so you can make a better
decision? This book shows you the fertility
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rates in the 21st century and the global
shift, ideas to consider when making a
decision with your partner, some sacrifices
you have to make when you raise children,
and a long list of benefits of having children
like.Book 2: The 55 Best Ways to
Compliment Your Child: Most parents want
the best for their children. They go through
extensive lengths to provide them all the
toys they desire and set rules that help
them grow up. But occasionally, they don't
know what to say to a child. It doesn't go
anywhere beyond "Good job" or "Well
done." Book 3: The 3 Parenting Styles: In
this book you'll learn about the 3 different
parenting styles: authoritative,
authoritarian, and permissive. The last one
is divided into 2 subc-categories. As you get
acquainted with these different parenting
styles, it might surprise you have many
people (including you) can learn to upgrade
their parenting skills a little. Book 4: The
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Children's Sleep Remedy: Discover the
secret techniques that helped numerous
parents to help their kids sleep better.
Children can go to bed like that or they stay
up forever and ever. But there is always a
reason. Putting children to sleep is an art
that can be mastered. And once they are
asleep, you get to have some spare time in
the evening, and they will be happier the
next morning, only to repeat the same
routine the next day. When you apply the
bedtime rituals and tips for children in this
book, you will be able to: Book 5: Time
Management for Parents: Do you wish you
had more time as a parent? Do you
sometimes feel overwhelmed or stressed
because of everything you have to do? This
book shows you 10 ways to make your life
more stress-free and help you make ends
meet. Book 6: Parenting Mistakes: These
mistakes will blow your mind! Everybody
makes at least one of these, most of parents
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make more. I've even seen parents make
almost all these mistakes. This book is not
to frown upon all the trying and loving
parents who aren't perfect. It is here to
help you see what you can improve on to
make your kids life even better than it
already is. Learn from others so you don't
have to go through the same process. Most
importantly, however, learn from others
how NOT to do it so you can avoid those
traps yourself. Keywords: parenting, good
parenting, bad parenting, good parent,
good parents, bad parent, bad parents,
parenting mistakes, parenting mistake,
mistakes in parenting, parenting traps,
parent trap, parent traps, motherhood,
fatherhood, mothers, fathers, good mother,
good father, good mothers, good fathers,
parenthood, parents, parent, bad father,
bad mother, bad fathers, bad mothers,
raising children, raising kids, raise children
, raise kids, help children, help kids, raise
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your child, raise your kid, child-rearing,
parenting skills, fathering skills, mothering
skills, time management, managing time,
how to manage time, time management
skills, parents time management, manage
your family, consistent parenting, parenting
skills, make children do chores, make kids
do chores, perform tasks, create more time,
have more time, manage time better,
managing time better, creating more time,
having more time, how to create more time,
how to have more time, how to find more
time, finding more time, time creation,
family skills, good parenting, good
parenting book, time management ebook,
time management books, time management
books, time managing for parents, time
managing for mothers, time managing for
moms, time managing for fathers, time
management for dads, parenting methods,
reduce stress, decrease stress, reducing
stress, decreasing stress, declutter,
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decluttering, DIY, cleaning up, how to clean
up, how to feel less stressed
Permission to Parent MD Berman, Robin
2014-04-29 Parental anxiety is at an alltime high, and with parenting styles
swinging from attachment parenting to that
of "Tiger Moms," Robin Berman, MD,
inspires mothers and fathers to find a
graceful place in the middle. Children used
to be seen and not heard, but now they are
at the center of their parents' universe.
Parents today seem skittish about asserting
their authority. They indulge in their
children's demands and tantrums, and
enter into endless negotiations, all for fear
of hurting their children's feelings. Sadly,
this indulgence is creating a generation of
psychologically fragile individuals, and it
undermines the very self-esteem it seeks to
build. In between these parenting extremes
lies a better way to raise thriving, welladjusted children. Parents need to know
how-children-raise-parents-the-art-of-listening-to-your-family-dan-b-allender

that it is not only OK but essential to be in
charge. Children with too much power often
become anxious, and not allowing children
to work through negative emotions leads to
a lack of resilience later in their lives.
Permission to Parent teaches parents to be
comfortable setting boundaries while
maintaining a loving connection, fostering
self-esteem, respect, and emotional
maturity. Children need limits more than
they need indulgences, time more than
schedules, and love more than stuff. Robin
Berman, MD, provides the tools for great
parenting by drawing from her extensive
clinical experience and wisdom collected
from seasoned therapists, revered teachers,
and role-model parents. Permission to
Parent strikes the perfect balance of advice,
anecdote, and research to be an essential
parenting guide.
Know Your Child Sri Sri Ravi Shankar
2014-01-01 Raising children can be a big
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challenge in this competitive world. We
want our children to be successful. How do
we measure success after all? And how do
we help our children live a successful and
fulfilled life? In this book, His Holiness Sri
Sri Ravi Shankar highlights simple points
for parents and teachers about raising
children. These subtle cues go a long way in
laying the foundation for children to grow
into fine human beings - happy yet
responsible, focused but with a large
perspective on life, having a strong
character with the softness of human
values.
The Artful Parent Jean Van't Hul
2019-06-11 Bring out your child’s creativity
and imagination with more than 60 artful
activities in this completely revised and
updated edition Art making is a wonderful
way for young children to tap into their
imagination, deepen their creativity, and
explore new materials, all while
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strengthening their fine motor skills and
developing self-confidence. The Artful
Parent has all the tools and information you
need to encourage creative activities for
ages one to eight. From setting up a studio
space in your home to finding the best art
materials for children, this book gives you
all the information you need to get started.
You’ll learn how to: * Pick the best
materials for your child’s age and learn to
make your very own * Prepare art activities
to ease children through transitions,
engage the most energetic of kids,
entertain small groups, and more *
Encourage artful living through everyday
activities * Foster a love of creativity in
your family
Achtung Baby Sara Zaske 2018-01-02 An
Entertaining, Enlightening Look at the Art
of Raising Self-Reliant, Independent
Children Based on One American Mom’s
Experiences in Germany When Sara Zaske
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moved from Oregon to Berlin with her
husband and toddler, she knew the
transition would be challenging, especially
when she became pregnant with her second
child. She was surprised to discover that
German parents give their children a great
deal of freedom—much more than
Americans. In Berlin, kids walk to school by
themselves, ride the subway alone, cut food
with sharp knives, and even play with fire.
German parents did not share her fears,
and their children were thriving. Was she
doing the opposite of what she intended,
which was toraise capable children? Why
was parenting culture so different in the
States? Through her own family’s often
funny experiences as well as interviews
with other parents, teachers, and experts,
Zaske shares the many unexpected
parenting lessons she learned from living in
Germany. Achtung Baby reveals that
today's Germans know something that
how-children-raise-parents-the-art-of-listening-to-your-family-dan-b-allender

American parents don't (or have perhaps
forgotten) about raising kids with
“selbstandigkeit” (self-reliance), and
provides practical examples American
parents can use to give their own children
the freedom they need to grow into
responsible, independent adults.
Parenting with Heart Stephen James
2018-10-16 Parents want to be the best
person they can for their children, but
much of the time they may feel like giraffes
on ice--clumsy, unprepared, and in
imminent danger of going down. The good
news is, our children don't need perfect
parents. They need authentic, fully-hearted,
relationally engaged parents who can mess
up and move on more than parents who
always get it right. In this freeing book,
respected therapists and bestselling
authors Stephen James and Chip Dodd
invite parents to let go of perfectionism and
micromanaging as they learn to parent from
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a place of emotional honesty and intimacy.
Through their clinical experience and
relatable true stories, they show parents
that raising children to become capable,
loving, and wise-hearted adults is far more
about accepting our flaws than projecting
an impossible standard to our children that
we already know we can't live up to.
Parents will learn how to resolve issues
from their own childhoods, tune into their
feelings and the emotions of their children,
and be present with their families through
both the best and worst of circumstances.
A Choice Theory Psychology Guide to
Parenting Nancy Buck 2019-06-02
Parenting is the most important, terrifying
and rewarding job you'll ever have. For
better or worse, most of us learn how to do
this job from our parents. But what if the
example your parents set is not something
you want to follow? In A Choice Theory
Psychology Guide to Parenting,
how-children-raise-parents-the-art-of-listening-to-your-family-dan-b-allender

international child expert Dr. Nancy Buck
offers readers a new and far more effective
way to parent while maintaining a loving
relationship with their sons and daughters.
Parents and children have different
agendas, children push for freedom while
parents pull for safety. This push-pull
relationship between parents and children
starts at birth, and continues throughout
childhood, adolescence and early
adulthood. Rather than relying on the
typical controlling, punishing, and
relationship-destroying attempts to
dominate children, Choice Theory
psychology teaches you to follow the
instruction manual you and your offspring
are born with. The result is happy,
responsible children who want to maintain
loving relationships with their parents.
Great parents who follow this instruction
manual raise great children.
The Innovative Parent Erica Curtis
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2019-03-26 Curtis and Ho integrate cuttingedge research, art therapy trade secrets,
and their own child-rearing experience into
a revolutionary yet practical guide to
creative parenting. Plentiful illustrations
and anecdotes bring concepts to life,
showing art in action with kids and parents
for connection, happiness, and success.
How to Raise a Wild Child Scott D.
Sampson 2016-06-21 By the beloved and
wildly popular host of the PBS Kids show
"Dinosaur Train, " here is the book every
parent needs: a rousing call to connect our
kids to the natural world, filled with tips
and advice.
Raise Your Kids to Succeed Chris Palmer
2017-10-04 Raising Your Kids to Succeed:
What Every Parent Should Know describes
what parents can do to be effective and
help their children succeed, both in school
and in life.
How to be a Parent Philippa Perry
how-children-raise-parents-the-art-of-listening-to-your-family-dan-b-allender

2019-04-04 This is a parenting book for
people who don't buy parenting books With
straight-talking advice from renowned
Psychotherapist Philippa Perry, How to be a
Parent is the definitive guide for any parent
looking to navigate their past, avoid
repeating mistakes, and ensure they don't
land their own kids in therapy. Through the
combination of case studies, and
therapeutic insight gained from over 20
years of working directly with clients, Perry
tackles the wider issues of what it actually
means to be a parent, rather than getting
bogged down in the little details. This isn't
a book about meeting developmental
milestones, training your child to have
enviable manners, or how to get the much
idealised 'perfect' family, it's about creating
functional relationships with your children
so that they grow up feeling secure,
knowing who they are and what they want giving both them and you a shot at real
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happiness. Full of refreshing, sage and sane
advice on the bigger picture of parenthood,
How to be a Parent is the only book you'll
ever really need to ensure you don't mess
your kids up.
Achtung Baby Sara Zaske 2018-01-02 An
Entertaining, Enlightening Look at the Art
of Raising Self-Reliant, Independent
Children Based on One American Mom’s
Experiences in Germany An NPR "Staff
Pick" and One of the NPR Book
Concierge's"Best Books of the Year" When
Sara Zaske moved from Oregon to Berlin
with her husband and toddler, she knew the
transition would be challenging, especially
when she became pregnant with her second
child. She was surprised to discover that
German parents give their children a great
deal of freedom—much more than
Americans. In Berlin, kids walk to school by
themselves, ride the subway alone, cut food
with sharp knives, and even play with fire.
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German parents did not share her fears,
and their children were thriving. Was she
doing the opposite of what she intended,
which was to raise capable children? Why
was parenting culture so different in the
States? Through her own family’s often
funny experiences as well as interviews
with other parents, teachers, and experts,
Zaske shares the many unexpected
parenting lessons she learned from living in
Germany. Achtung Baby reveals that
today's Germans know something that
American parents don't (or have perhaps
forgotten) about raising kids with
“selbstandigkeit” (self-reliance), and
provides practical examples American
parents can use to give their own children
the freedom they need to grow into
responsible, independent adults.
Raise the Child You've Got-Not the One
You Want Nancy Rose 2013-05-12 "A wise
and unique perspective..." Susan Newman,
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Ph.D. Is your family life stressful and
unpleasant? Are you exhausted from neverending battles? Do you wish your child were
more patient...or more outgoing...or less
impulsive...or simply different from who she
is? There is a way out of your endless loop
of frustration. Parent coach Nancy Rose
paves the way with a remarkably effective
approach: Leading with Acceptance, which
draws upon real life parent/child
relationships, current studies, and
groundbreaking methods for understand
and accepting your child's CoreSelf traits.
Leading with Acceptance will help you:
Discover what you can and cannot change
about your child Understand the power of
acceptance in building a healthy
parent/child connection, no matter how old
your child is Gain peace of mind as you
raise your children to become their best,
happiest selves"
How Parents Can Raise Resilient Children
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Frank Dixon 2020-03-31 "It's A Jungle Out
There, It's A Jungle Here Too..." The theme
of a popular TV show from the 2000's
perfectly captures that spirit of our modern
society. It IS a jungle out there, where the
strongest members prey on the weakminded. It's a jungle where you need
resilience, mental toughness and coping
skills in order to survive and thrive. It's a
jungle that your children have to conquer.
No, this is not your ordinary self help,
positive parenting, or child psychology
book. Frank Dixon, the author of this eyeopening parenting guide on how to raise
resilient kids, has created an easy-to-follow
strategy for parents, which will help you:
✅Understand Resilience Embrace It,
Discover The Need for Raising Resilient
Kids & The 7 C's of Building Resilience,
Perserverence and Self-Confidence for Kids.
✅Embrace Your Child As An Independent
Thinker Stimulate Creativity, Set Limits &
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Plant The Seeds For Good Habits. ✅Be
Honest With Yourself Take Responsibility,
Avoid Painful Past Mistakes & Take Matters
Into Your Own Hands. Why Choose This
Game-Changing Resilience Guide? Resilient
children possess more control of their
emotions, feelings, and their reactions to
those emotions and feelings. Remember, it's
a jungle out there and it's your job to make
sure that your child is ready to face any
challenge, overcome failure, and adapt to
any social environment. By the end of this
comprehensive guide on how to raise
resilient children, you will be able to help
your child: ✔️ Be More Optimistic & Handle
Failure Better (Make Building Resiliency &
Parenting Teens Easier) ✔️ Be More
Confident & Pursue His/Her Dreams (Learn
More About Raising Confident Children) ✔️
Perform Better At School, Sports Or Any
Other Activity (Learn How To Discipline
Without Negativity) ✔️ Avoid Common
how-children-raise-parents-the-art-of-listening-to-your-family-dan-b-allender

Pitfalls & Develop Their Own Defense
Mechanisms (Understand The Art Of
Raising Teenagers) ✔️ Learning Empathy
Towards Others (Turn Your Kid Into The
Empowered Child & Build Positive Habits)
"I Do Not Have Any Experience With
Educational Psychology, Is This The Right
Book For Me?" Yes! You will be able to find
simple, practical, and science-backed
strategies that will allow you to correct bad
habits, and gain an in-depth understanding
of how to raise mentally strong kids. What
Are You Waiting For? Click "Buy Now" &
Invest In Your Relationship With Your Child
Today!
The Formula Ronald F. Ferguson
2019-02-05 We all want our children to
reach their fullest potential—to be smart
and well adjusted, and to make a difference
in the world. We wonder why, for some
people, success seems to come so naturally.
Could the secret be how they were
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parented? This book unveils how parenting
helped shape some of the most fascinating
people you will ever encounter, by doing
things that almost any parent can do. You
don't have to be wealthy or influential to
ensure your child reaches their greatest
potential. What you do need is
commitment—and the strategies outlined in
this book. In The Formula: Unlocking the
Secrets to Raising Highly Successful
Children, Harvard economist Ronald
Ferguson, named in a New York Times
profile as the foremost expert on the US
educational "achievement gap," along with
award-winning journalist Tatsha Robertson,
reveal an intriguing blueprint for helping
children from all types of backgrounds
become successful adults. Informed by
hundreds of interviews, the book includes
never-before-published insights from the
"How I was Parented Project" at Harvard
University, which draws on the varying life
how-children-raise-parents-the-art-of-listening-to-your-family-dan-b-allender

experiences of 120 Harvard students.
Ferguson and Robertson have isolated a
pattern with eight roles of the "Master
Parent" that make up the Formula: the
Early Learning Partner, the Flight
Engineer, the Fixer, the Revealer, the
Philosopher, the Model, the Negotiator, and
the GPS Navigational Voice. The Formula
combines the latest scientific research on
child development, learning, and brain
growth and illustrates with life stories of
extraordinary individuals—from the
Harvard-educated Ghanian entrepreneur
who, as the young child of a rural doctor,
was welcomed in his father's secretive latenight political meetings; to the nation's
youngest state-wide elected official, whose
hardworking father taught him math and
science during grueling days on the family
farm in Kentucky; to the DREAMer
immigration lawyer whose low-wage
mother pawned her wedding ring to buy
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her academically outstanding child a
special flute. The Formula reveals
strategies on how you—regardless of race,
class, or background—can help your
children become the best they can be and
shows ways to maximize their chances for
happy and purposeful lives.
How to Raise an Adult Julie Lythcott-Haims
2015-06-09 New York Times Bestseller
"Julie Lythcott-Haims is a national treasure.
. . . A must-read for every parent who
senses that there is a healthier and saner
way to raise our children." -Madeline
Levine, author of the New York Times
bestsellers The Price of Privilege and Teach
Your Children Well "For parents who want
to foster hearty self-reliance instead of
hollow self-esteem, How to Raise an Adult
is the right book at the right time." -Daniel
H. Pink, author of the New York Times
bestsellers Drive and A Whole New Mind A
provocative manifesto that exposes the
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harms of helicopter parenting and sets
forth an alternate philosophy for raising
preteens and teens to self-sufficient young
adulthood In How to Raise an Adult, Julie
Lythcott-Haims draws on research, on
conversations with admissions officers,
educators, and employers, and on her own
insights as a mother and as a student dean
to highlight the ways in which
overparenting harms children, their
stressed-out parents, and society at large.
While empathizing with the parental hopes
and, especially, fears that lead to
overhelping, Lythcott-Haims offers practical
alternative strategies that underline the
importance of allowing children to make
their own mistakes and develop the
resilience, resourcefulness, and inner
determination necessary for success.
Relevant to parents of toddlers as well as of
twentysomethings-and of special value to
parents of teens-this book is a rallying cry
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for those who wish to ensure that the next
generation can take charge of their own
lives with competence and confidence.
The Danish Way of Parenting Jessica Joelle
Alexander 2016-08-09 International
bestseller As seen in The Wall Street
Journal--from free play to cozy together
time, discover the parenting secrets of the
happiest people in the world What makes
Denmark the happiest country in the world-and how do Danish parents raise happy,
confident, successful kids, year after year?
This upbeat and practical book presents six
essential principles, which spell out P-A-RE-N-T: Play is essential for development and
well-being. Authenticity fosters trust and an
"inner compass." Reframing helps kids cope
with setbacks and look on the bright side.
Empathy allows us to act with kindness
toward others. No ultimatums means no
power struggles, lines in the sand, or
resentment. Togetherness is a way to
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celebrate family time, on special occasions
and every day. The Danes call this hygge-and it's a fun, cozy way to foster closeness.
Preparing meals together, playing favorite
games, and sharing other family traditions
are all hygge. (Cell phones, bickering, and
complaining are not!) With illuminating
examples and simple yet powerful advice,
The Danish Way of Parenting will help
parents from all walks of life raise the
happiest, most well-adjusted kids in the
world.
The Parent Trap Nate G. Hilger 2022-04-26
How parents have been set up to fail, and
why helping them succeed is the key to
achieving a fair and prosperous society.
Few people realize that raising children is
the single largest industry in the United
States. Yet this vital work receives little
political support, and its primary
workers—parents—labor in isolation. If they
ask for help, they are made to feel
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inadequate; there is no centralized
organization to represent their interests;
and there is virtually nothing spent on
research and development to help them
achieve their goals. It’s almost as if parents
are set up to fail—and the result is lost
opportunities that limit children’s success
and make us all worse off. In The Parent
Trap, Nate Hilger combines cutting-edge
social science research, revealing historical
case studies, and on-the-ground
investigation to recast parenting as the
hidden crucible of inequality. Parents are
expected not only to care for their children
but to help them develop the skills they will
need to thrive in today’s socioeconomic
reality—but most parents, including even
the most caring parents on the planet, are
not trained in skill development and lack
the resources to get help. How do we fix
this? The solution, Hilger argues, is to ask
less of parents, not more. America should
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consider child development a public
investment with a monumental payoff. We
need a program like Medicare—call it
Familycare—to drive this investment. To
make it happen, parents need to organize to
wield their political power on behalf of
children—who will always be the largest
bloc of disenfranchised people in this
country. The Parent Trap exposes the true
costs of our society’s unrealistic
expectations around parenting and lays out
a profoundly hopeful blueprint for reform.
What Great Parents Do Erica Reischer
2016-08-16 A golden rule book to parenting
best practices, What Great Parents Do
concisely presents key strategies to help
parents reshape kids' challenging
behaviors, create strong family bonds, and
guide children toward becoming happy,
kind, responsible adults. What Great
Parents Do is an everything-you-need-toknow road map for parenting that you will
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consult again and again. Psychologist Erica
Reischer draws on research in child
development and cognitive science to distill
the best information about parenting today
into bite-size pieces with real examples,
useful tips, and tools and techniques that
parents can apply right away. This book will
show you how to do what great parents do
so well, including: - Great parents start with
empathy - Great parents accept their kids
just as they are - Great parents avoid power
struggles - Great parents see the goal of
discipline as learning, not punishment Great parents know they aren't perfect A
toolbox of the most effective parenting
strategies, What Great Parents Do is
accessible, actionable, and easy to follow.
Raising America Ann Hulbert 2011-01-26
Since the beginning of the twentieth
century, millions of anxious parents have
turned to child-rearing manuals for
reassurance. Instead, however, they have
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often found yet more cause for worry. In
this rich social history, Ann Hulbert
analyzes one hundred years of shifting
trends in advice and discovers an ongoing
battle between two main approaches: a
“child-centered” focus on warmly
encouraging development versus a sterner
“parent-centered” emphasis on instilling
discipline. She examines how pediatrics,
psychology, and neuroscience have fueled
the debates but failed to offer definitive
answers. And she delves into the highly
relevant and often turbulent personal lives
of the popular advice-givers, from L.
Emmett Holt and Arnold Gesell to Bruno
Bettelheim and Benjamin Spock to the
prominent (and ever conflicting) experts of
today.
Hunt, Gather, Parent Michaeleen
Doucleff 2021-03-02 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER The oldest cultures in the
world have mastered the art of raising
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happy, well-adjusted children. What can we
learn from them? “Hunt, Gather, Parent is
full of smart ideas that I immediately
wanted to force on my own kids.” —Pamela
Druckerman, The New York Times Book
Review When Dr. Michaeleen Doucleff
becomes a mother, she examines the
studies behind modern parenting guidance
and finds the evidence frustratingly limited
and the conclusions often ineffective.
Curious to learn about more effective
parenting approaches, she visits a Maya
village in the Yucatán Peninsula. There she
encounters moms and dads who parent in a
totally different way than we do—and raise
extraordinarily kind, generous, and helpful
children without yelling, nagging, or issuing
timeouts. What else, Doucleff wonders, are
Western parents missing out on? In Hunt,
Gather, Parent, Doucleff sets out with her
three-year-old daughter in tow to learn and
practice parenting strategies from families
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in three of the world’s most venerable
communities: Maya families in Mexico, Inuit
families above the Arctic Circle, and
Hadzabe families in Tanzania. She sees that
these cultures don’t have the same
problems with children that Western
parents do. Most strikingly, parents build a
relationship with young children that is
vastly different from the one many Western
parents develop—it’s built on cooperation
instead of control, trust instead of fear, and
personalized needs instead of standardized
development milestones. Maya parents are
masters at raising cooperative children.
Without resorting to bribes, threats, or
chore charts, Maya parents rear loyal
helpers by including kids in household tasks
from the time they can walk. Inuit parents
have developed a remarkably effective
approach for teaching children emotional
intelligence. When kids cry, hit, or act out,
Inuit parents respond with a calm, gentle
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demeanor that teaches children how to
settle themselves down and think before
acting. Hadzabe parents are world experts
on raising confident, self-driven kids with a
simple tool that protects children from
stress and anxiety, so common now among
American kids. Not only does Doucleff live
with families and observe their techniques
firsthand, she also applies them with her
own daughter, with striking results. She
learns to discipline without yelling. She
talks to psychologists, neuroscientists,
anthropologists, and sociologists and
explains how these strategies can impact
children’s mental health and development.
Filled with practical takeaways that parents
can implement immediately, Hunt, Gather,
Parent helps us rethink the ways we relate
to our children, and reveals a universal
parenting paradigm adapted for American
families.
Don't Raise Your Children Raise Yourself
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Dr. Swati Lodha Inspirational, spiritual,
emotional, and practical – this is how I will
describe the book. I wish Swati wrote it
when I became a parent. Motilal Oswal,
Chairman and MD, Motilal Oswal
Fianancial Services Ltd I recommend this
well researched book not only for parents
but also for future parents & grand parents.
Go parenting the Indian way. Take my
word. It works. Radhakrishnan Pillai,
Author of Bestseller “Corporate Chanakya”
This book brightens and enlightens the soul
of all those parents who value parenting.
Diana Dentinger – Life Coach, Italy Neither
preachy nor judgemental, the book is a
wonderful mosaic of mythology leading to
parenting insights. sheroes.in Dr. Swati
Lodha is a best-selling author of 'Who is
Revathi Roy?' (2019), '54 Reasons Why
Parents Suck' (2018), 'Why Women Are
What They Are' (2004) and 'Come on! Get
Set Go...' (2002). Passionate about
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innovation and entrepreneurship, she has
been Dean and Director of many B-Schools
in India. A recepient of awards like
'Rashtriya Rajbhasha Puraskar', 'Bharat
Gaurav' and 'Suryadutta National Award',
her venture Life Lemonade offers learning
and development solutions to various
sectors across the country.
Raising Kids Who Read Daniel T.
Willingham 2015-03-09 How parents and
educators can teach kids to love reading in
the digital age Everyone agrees that
reading is important, but kids today tend to
lose interest in reading before adolescence.
In Raising Kids Who Read, bestselling
author and psychology professor Daniel T.
Willingham explains this phenomenon and
provides practical solutions for engendering
a love of reading that lasts into adulthood.
Like Willingham's much-lauded previous
work, Why Don't Students Like School?,
this new book combines evidence-based
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analysis with engaging, insightful
recommendations for the future.
Intellectually rich argumentation is woven
seamlessly with entertaining current
cultural references, examples, and steps for
taking action to encourage reading. The
three key elements for reading
enthusiasm—decoding, comprehension, and
motivation—are explained in depth in
Raising Kids Who Read. Teachers and
parents alike will appreciate the practical
orientation toward supporting these three
elements from birth through adolescence.
Most books on the topic focus on early
childhood, but Willingham understands that
kids' needs change as they grow older, and
the science-based approach in Raising Kids
Who Read applies to kids of all ages. A
practical perspective on teaching reading
from bestselling author and K-12 education
expert Daniel T. Willingham Researchbased, concrete suggestions to aid teachers
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and parents in promoting reading as a
hobby Age-specific tips for developing
decoding ability, comprehension, and
motivation in kids from birth through
adolescence Information on helping kids
with dyslexia and encouraging reading in
the digital age Debunking the myths about
reading education, Raising Kids Who Read
will empower you to share the joy of
reading with kids from preschool through
high school.
The Healing Path Dan B. Allender
2000-09 A compelling, inspirational guide
to healing from old wounds shows readers
how to channel the painful energy of past
hurts into a meaningful, fruitful life.
Original.
Raising Our Children, Raising
Ourselves Naomi Aldort 2006 [This title]
operates on the radical premise that neither
child nor parent must dominate. -- Review.
Parenting from the Inside Out Daniel J.
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Siegel MD 2013-12-26 An updated
edition—with a new preface—of the
bestselling parenting classic by the author
of "BRAINSTORM: The Power and Purpose
of the Teenage Brain" In Parenting from the
Inside Out, child psychiatrist Daniel J.
Siegel, M.D., and early childhood expert
Mary Hartzell, M.Ed., explore the extent to
which our childhood experiences shape the
way we parent. Drawing on stunning new
findings in neurobiology and attachment
research, they explain how interpersonal
relationships directly impact the
development of the brain, and offer parents
a step-by-step approach to forming a
deeper understanding of their own life
stories, which will help them raise
compassionate and resilient children. Born
out of a series of parents' workshops that
combined Siegel's cutting-edge research on
how communication impacts brain
development with Hartzell's decades of
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experience as a child-development
specialist and parent educator, this book
guides parents through creating the
necessary foundations for loving and secure
relationships with their children.
The Gardener and the Carpenter Alison
Gopnik 2016-08-09 "Alison Gopnik, a ...
developmental psychologist, [examines] the
paradoxes of parenthood from a scientific
perspective"-How Children Raise Parents Dan B.
Allender 2005 A biblical approach to
parenting allows readers to become better
parents and better people who know God
more fully and grow into spiritual maturity
by listening to their children. Original.
Summary & Analysis of Hunt, Gather,
Parent SNAP Summaries 101 PLEASE
NOTE: This is a summary and analysis of
the book and not the original book. SNAP
Summaries is wholly responsible for this
content and is not associated with the
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original author in any way. If you are the
author, publisher, or representative of the
original work, please contact
info[at]snapsummaries[dot]com with any
questions or concerns. In Hunt, Gather,
Parent, Michaeleen Doucleff explores why
raising kids is so hard today and offers
time-tested strategies that parents can use
to make their lives easier and get their
children to be more cooperative and
confident. What does this SNAP Summary
Include? - Synopsis of the original book Key takeaways from each chapter - How
Western parenting differs from other styles
of parenting around the world - Ways to
motivate children that are more effective
than praise and rewards - Tools to transmit
desirable values and behaviors - Editorial
Review - Background on Michaeleen
Doucleff About the Original Book: Many
Western parents would not imagine not
praising, rewarding or punishing their
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children, not buying them toys, or leaving
them to sleep on their own schedules. Yet
this is the norm in many indigenous
communities around the world, and the
children raised this way turn out to be more
helpful and self-assured than their Western
counterparts. Drawing from science, her
experiences as a mother, and her
observations living within indigenous
communities in Mexico, Tanzania, and the
Arctic, Michaeleen Doucleff explains how
parents can get their children to do chores
voluntarily, behave appropriately, and grow
into kind and self-sufficient people. Any
parent who feels exhausted or defeated by
all the work and yelling they have to do at
home will find Hunt, Gather, Parent a
handy guide to reclaiming their life.
DISCLAIMER: This book is intended as a
companion to, not a replacement for, Hunt,
Gather, Parent. SNAP Summaries is wholly
responsible for this content and is not
how-children-raise-parents-the-art-of-listening-to-your-family-dan-b-allender

associated with the original author in any
way. If you are the author, publisher, or
representative of the original work, please
contact info[at]snapsummaries.com with
any questions or concerns.
How to Raise a Wild Child Scott D.
Sampson 2015 The beloved host of PBS
Kids' Dinosaur Train presents an activitycomplemented guide for caregivers and
teachers on how to alleviate common
childhood challenges by forging strong
connections between children and nature.
25,000 first printing.
Raising an Emotionally Healthy Child
When a Parent is Sick (A Harvard
Medical School Book) Paula K. Rauch
2005-12-12 For families with a seriously ill
parent--advice on helping your children
cope from two leading Harvard
psychiatrists Based on a Massachusetts
General Hospital program, Raising an
Emotionally Healthy Child When a Parent is
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Sick covers how you can address children's
concerns when a parent is seriously ill, how
to determine how children with different
temperaments are really feeling and how to
draw them out, ways to ensure the child's
financial and emotional security and
reassure the child that he or she will be
taken care of.
How to Raise Kids Who Aren't Assholes
Melinda Wenner Moyer 2021-07-20 How to
Raise Kids Who Aren't Assholes is a clear,
actionable, sometimes humorous (but
always science-based) guide for parents on
how to shape their kids into honest, kind,
generous, confident, independent, and
resilient people...who just might save the
world one day. As an award-winning
science journalist, Melinda Wenner Moyer
was regularly asked to investigate and
address all kinds of parenting questions:
how to potty train, when and whether to get
vaccines, and how to help kids sleep
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through the night. But as Melinda's
children grew, she found that one huge
area was ignored in the realm of parenting
advice: how do we make sure our kids don't
grow up to be assholes? On social media, in
the news, and from the highest levels of
government, kids are increasingly getting
the message that being selfish, obnoxious
and cruel is okay. Hate crimes among
children and teens are rising, while
compassion among teens has been
dropping. We know, of course, that young
people have the capacity for great empathy,
resilience, and action, and we all want to
bring up kids who will help build a better
tomorrow. But how do we actually do this?
How do we raise children who are kind,
considerate, and ethical inside and outside
the home, who will grow into adults
committed to making the world a better
place? How to Raise Kids Who Aren't
Assholes is a deeply researched, evidence25/30
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based primer that provides a fresh, often
surprising perspective on parenting issues,
from toddlerhood through the teenage
years. First, Melinda outlines the traits we
want our children to possess--including
honesty, generosity, and antiracism--and
then she provides scientifically-based
strategies that will help parents instill those
characteristics in their kids. Learn how to
raise the kind of kids you actually want to
hang out with--and who just might save the
world.
I Like My Parents Kevin Graves 2018-04-02
"Your kids are awesome! I don't know how
many times my wife and I have heard this
over the years..." The Graves did not plan to
have seven kids before they got married.
Sure, they both loved kids, and they had
both come from big families. Joyce had
been a teacher, and Kevin had run
children's camps, so children were an
important part of their dream of building a
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life together. But it was only after they
started having children that they realized
how fun it could be. Then they didn't want
to stop! As parents struggle to build happy
homes and raise successful children, I LIKE
My Parents! offers practical guidance and
examples of how you can nurture the kinds
of qualities in your children to make them
awesome too. Author Kevin Graves explores
what it looks like when a child's heart truly
turns back to his or her parents, and offers
a roadmap of how to get there. With input
from his and other successful children on
what worked for them in every chapter, I
LIKE My Parents! gives fresh ideas of how
you can build the kind of home that's
contagious and brimming with positive
energy. With a little help, you may even find
people saying "Your kids are awesome" too.
95 SECRETS OF EFFECTIVE PARENT Scot
R. Kocher 2017-03-02 How to raise highly
effective children in a constantly changing,
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increasingly complex world. 95 Secrets of
Effective Parents offers no-nonsense
strategies to give parents the tools--and
knowledge--to improve the art and science
of parenting. As a parent, you have likely
already experienced some surprising
aspects of effective child-rearing, such as
parental bias, misinformation, and
sometimes outright delusion. This is how
nature designed us to be! Our experiences
in the real world can be harsh, but kids
need parents who view them through
loving, rose-colored glasses and offer
unconditional love and support. 95 Secrets
of Effective Parents gently exposes the
common blind spots many parents
experience, using examples of effective and
ineffective scenarios for each "secret,"
followed by questions and journal writings
to help further internalize the information.
The powerful tools in this easy-to-follow
guide can help unlock the secrets to
how-children-raise-parents-the-art-of-listening-to-your-family-dan-b-allender

becoming a more effective parent. Parents
and children will not only be able to cope,
but thrive when faced with life's challenges!
The Danish Way of Parenting Jessica Joelle
Alexander 2016-06-29 International
bestseller As seen in The Wall Street
Journal--from free play to cozy together
time, discover the parenting secrets of the
happiest people in the world What makes
Denmark the happiest country in the world-and how do Danish parents raise happy,
confident, successful kids, year after year?
This upbeat and practical book presents six
essential principles, which spell out P-A-RE-N-T: Play is essential for development and
well-being. Authenticity fosters trust and an
"inner compass." Reframing helps kids cope
with setbacks and look on the bright side.
Empathy allows us to act with kindness
toward others. No ultimatums means no
power struggles, lines in the sand, or
resentment. Togetherness is a way to
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celebrate family time, on special occasions
and every day. The Danes call this hygge-and it's a fun, cozy way to foster closeness.
Preparing meals together, playing favorite
games, and sharing other family traditions
are all hygge. (Cell phones, bickering, and
complaining are not!) With illuminating
examples and simple yet powerful advice,
The Danish Way of Parenting will help
parents from all walks of life raise the
happiest, most well-adjusted kids in the
world.
Redeeming Heartache Dan B. Allender,
PLLC 2021-09-14 Find freedom and healing
from painful memories and relational
struggles and learn how your past has
uniquely prepared you to experience more
joy. Tragedy and pain inevitably touch our
lives in some way. We long to feel whole,
but more often than not, the way we've
learned to deal with our wounds pushes us
away from the very restoration we need
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most. Renowned psychologist Dr. Dan
Allender and counselor and teacher Cathy
Loerzel present a life-changing process of
true connection and healing with ourselves,
God, and others. With a clear, biblically
trustworthy method, Allender and Loerzel
walk you through a journey of profound
inner transformation--from the shame and
hurt of old emotional wounds to true
freedom and healing. Drawn from modern
research and their pioneering work at The
Allender Center, they will help you identify
your core trauma in one of the three
outcast archetypes--the widow, orphan, or
stranger--and chart your path of growth
into the God-given roles of priest, prophet,
or leader. This book will help you learn:
What to do about feeling out-of-place and
directionless How your coping mechanisms
create a false sense of health How to
embrace your divine calling and find lasting
reconciliation How your heart wounds are
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your unique invitation to true strength and
purpose. Your past pain does not dictate
your life. Answer the call to healing and
discover your life's beautiful story and a
future of hope and freedom.
Raising An Emotionally Intelligent Child
John Gottman 2011-09-20 Intelligence That
Comes from the Heart Every parent knows
the importance of equipping children with
the intellectual skills they need to succeed
in school and life. But children also need to
master their emotions. Raising an
Emotionally Intelligent Child is a guide to
teaching children to understand and
regulate their emotional world. And as
acclaimed psychologist and researcher John
Gottman shows, once they master this
important life skill, emotionally intelligent
children will enjoy increased selfconfidence, greater physical health, better
performance in school, and healthier social
relationships. Raising an Emotionally
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Intelligent Child will equip parents with a
five-step "emotion coaching" process that
teaches how to: * Be aware of a child's
emotions * Recognize emotional expression
as an opportunity for intimacy and teaching
* Listen empathetically and validate a
child's feelings * Label emotions in words a
child can understand * Help a child come
up with an appropriate way to solve a
problem or deal with an upsetting issue or
situation Written for parents of children of
all ages, Raising an Emotionally Intelligent
Child will enrich the bonds between parent
and child and contribute immeasurably to
the development of a generation of
emotionally healthy adults.
My Everything Einat Nathan 2021-04-06
The compassionate #1 bestseller in Israel
that shows parents—particularly
mothers—how to teach children to be
strong and independent by seeing the world
through their children's eyes and feel it
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through their children's hearts. Einat
Nathan is the mother of five children and a
parenting expert and counselor with her
own clinic. She first published her book
(Haimsheli, by top publisher Kinneret
Zmora Bitan) in 2018, and it became the
national bestseller of the year across all
categories in Israel, making her a national
celebrity. My Everything resonated because
mothers read it, cried and smiled, and
discovered a way to look at their children as
independent people, not solely as an
extension of who they are or as a calling
card. Now translated into English, My
Everything is a beautiful and comforting
read that reminds mothers how to be
patient with their children, to try to remain
calm in an age of constant fearmongering,
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and to appreciate and accept each child as
an individual, with their own quirks, gifts,
and flaws. Einat writes, "Parenthood is like
a bungee jump. It's scary and fun, it makes
you fly and often lets you down." This book
isn't so much a parenting guide as an
exploration of the complex emotional
journey of being a parent, reminding us of
the courage and energy it requires as well
as acknowledging that no parent is perfect
and at the end of the day, this relationship
is about connection. My Everything is a
compassionate, loving answer to The Battle
Hymn of the Tiger Mother to teach children
to be strong and independent. Part
Conscious Parenting and part The Blessings
of a Skinned Knee, this is a book that will
transform how readers think about raising
children, resonating across cultures.
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